
WHY DISCOVERYWHY DISCOVERYWHY DISCOVERYWHY DISCOVERY

CULTURECULTURECULTURECULTURE    

Discovery Soccer Academy prides itself on providing a pure developmental 

beliefs about development and collaborate 

practices. This consistency is a result of our clear pathway of development which puts what is best for the players 

ahead of game results. While we celebrate positive results

them.   
 

VALUEVALUEVALUEVALUE    

Discovery takes pride in providing top player development while also providing an affordable program fee.  Our 

membership fee is more inclusive while staying lower than 

league play and a full uniform package are included in our fees, setting us apart from other clubs.  Adding to the 

value are additional programs and events throughout the year, as well as 

developmentally appropriate roster sizes.   
 

FULL PROFESSIONAL STAFFFULL PROFESSIONAL STAFFFULL PROFESSIONAL STAFFFULL PROFESSIONAL STAFF    

Discovery’s directors both have 2 decades of full

numerous players who have gone on to win National Championships and have successful Division 1 college 

careers.  Beyond their coaching experience they atten

Among other certificates they have both earned their USSF National Youth coaching license

youth license available in the country.  All Discovery Staff members are licensed and have 

young players with age appropriate and effective instruction. 
 

EDUCATION OF PLAYERS AND FAMILIESEDUCATION OF PLAYERS AND FAMILIESEDUCATION OF PLAYERS AND FAMILIESEDUCATION OF PLAYERS AND FAMILIES

The quality of our culture allows us to provide the benefits of a true teaching academy, where players receive the 

attention they deserve in a consistent and cooperative setting.

philosophy and curriculum; we educate each player

strong playing ability.  Furthermore we spend the time necessary to communicate with parents, giving valuable 

insight regarding our methods and developmental philosophy.
 

POSITIVEPOSITIVEPOSITIVEPOSITIVE    TEAM ENVIRONMENTTEAM ENVIRONMENTTEAM ENVIRONMENTTEAM ENVIRONMENT

We believe that good players must also be good teammates.  Discovery

focus on individual player development while still being able to provide a positive

We empower our players by encouraging them t

remains the players’ game.  
 

TEAMTEAMTEAMTEAM----BUILDING EVENTSBUILDING EVENTSBUILDING EVENTSBUILDING EVENTS    & COMMUNITY SERVICE& COMMUNITY SERVICE& COMMUNITY SERVICE& COMMUNITY SERVICE

Throughout the course of the year we will schedule 

a quick trip for frozen yogurt, or getting out to give back to the community,

to interact with their teammates, coaches

valuable insight to players' personalities that can be used to tailor
 

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMINGADDITIONAL PROGRAMMINGADDITIONAL PROGRAMMINGADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING    

Discovery provides additional training opportunities

additional clinics and training offered throughout the year giv

development.  Due to our consistent culture, members a

receive the same developmental product.  
 

 

WHY DISCOVERYWHY DISCOVERYWHY DISCOVERYWHY DISCOVERY    SOCCER ACADEMY?SOCCER ACADEMY?SOCCER ACADEMY?SOCCER ACADEMY?    

f on providing a pure developmental culture.  Our coach

elopment and collaborate to reach goals through our established set of core values an

a result of our clear pathway of development which puts what is best for the players 

ahead of game results. While we celebrate positive results,we do not sacrifice the players’ education to achieve 

Discovery takes pride in providing top player development while also providing an affordable program fee.  Our 

membership fee is more inclusive while staying lower than many other professionally run 

are included in our fees, setting us apart from other clubs.  Adding to the 

alue are additional programs and events throughout the year, as well as maintaining modest and 

developmentally appropriate roster sizes.    

rectors both have 2 decades of full-time professional youth coaching experience.  They have trained 

numerous players who have gone on to win National Championships and have successful Division 1 college 

perience they attend numerous seminars and coaching educations courses.  

Among other certificates they have both earned their USSF National Youth coaching license

All Discovery Staff members are licensed and have 

young players with age appropriate and effective instruction.  

EDUCATION OF PLAYERS AND FAMILIESEDUCATION OF PLAYERS AND FAMILIESEDUCATION OF PLAYERS AND FAMILIESEDUCATION OF PLAYERS AND FAMILIES    

The quality of our culture allows us to provide the benefits of a true teaching academy, where players receive the 

a consistent and cooperative setting.  Our coaches work together using

te each player on the importance of developing strong 

Furthermore we spend the time necessary to communicate with parents, giving valuable 

our methods and developmental philosophy.   

TEAM ENVIRONMENTTEAM ENVIRONMENTTEAM ENVIRONMENTTEAM ENVIRONMENT    

also be good teammates.  Discovery’s detail-oriented culture places the primary 

focus on individual player development while still being able to provide a positive team learning environ

our players by encouraging them to take ownership for their development, ensuring that it always 

& COMMUNITY SERVICE& COMMUNITY SERVICE& COMMUNITY SERVICE& COMMUNITY SERVICE    

we will schedule additional events off the field.  Whether 

or getting out to give back to the community, we provide opportunities for players 

coaches and community away from the game.  This provides

that can be used to tailor teaching to the individual player. 

ides additional training opportunities for all players and families.  We encourage players to attend 

offered throughout the year giving players the opportunity further advance their 

Due to our consistent culture, members are able to utilize all programs knowing they will always 

receive the same developmental product.   

coaches share the same 

set of core values and best 

a result of our clear pathway of development which puts what is best for the players 

not sacrifice the players’ education to achieve 

Discovery takes pride in providing top player development while also providing an affordable program fee.  Our 

 programs.  Winter 

are included in our fees, setting us apart from other clubs.  Adding to the 

modest and 

time professional youth coaching experience.  They have trained 

numerous players who have gone on to win National Championships and have successful Division 1 college 

seminars and coaching educations courses.  

Among other certificates they have both earned their USSF National Youth coaching license which is the highest 

All Discovery Staff members are licensed and have experience providing 

The quality of our culture allows us to provide the benefits of a true teaching academy, where players receive the 

Our coaches work together using the same 

ping strong character as well as 

Furthermore we spend the time necessary to communicate with parents, giving valuable 

oriented culture places the primary 

team learning environment.  

, ensuring that it always 

her a night out bowling, 

we provide opportunities for players 

This provides each coach with 

teaching to the individual player.  

players and families.  We encourage players to attend 

ing players the opportunity further advance their 

knowing they will always 


